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Auxiliary pole adder, Cat. Nos. DA01, -10, -11, PDA01, -10, -11.

Front mounted auxiliary contact block accessory, Model 330-FA11S25.

Side mounted auxiliary contact block accessory, Models 330-SA11S25, -SA20S25.

Shunt trip accessory, Model 330-SR25.

Undervoltage trip accessory Model 330-UR25


Handle mechanisms, Cat. No. DHM or DHM2 followed by B, G, R, Y or W, followed by B, G, R, Y or W; Model PHM or PHM2, followed by B, G, R, Y or W, followed by B, G, R, Y or W.

Manual motor controllers, Cat. No. DDS followed by 2, 3, 4 or 5, followed by 30, 40 or 60 , may be followed by -2DA01, -2DA10, -2DA11, -DA01, -DA10, -DA11.

Cat. No. PDS or PDSD, followed by 2, 3, 4 or 5, followed by 30, 40 or 60, may be followed by -2PDA01, -2PDA10, -2PDA11, -PDA01, -PDA10, -PDA11.


Auxiliary contact switches, Cat. Nos. DPA216, DPA225, DPA230, DPA240, DPA260, DPA280, DPA2100, DPA2125, PDPA216, PDPA216, PDPA225, PDPA240, PDPA260, PDPA280, PDPA2100, PDPA2125, PDPA216, PDPA225, PDPA230, PDPA240, PDPA260, PDPA280, PDPA2100, PDPA2125, PDPA216, PDPA225, PDPA230, PDPA240, PDPA260, PDPA280, PDPA2100, PDPA2125, D16A211, DA211, D125A211, PA16DA211, PADA211, PA125DA211.

Load Breaks, Series DS Disconnects P or D followed by DS2 followed by 3, 4 or 5, followed by 16, 20, 25, 30, 40, 60, 80, 100 or 125 followed by SMP, SML, DHG, PHG, SPH, or LPH followed by RO, BG, BA, BN may be followed by a number between 0 - 25 which represents operating shaft length.

Rotary Switches, Series CS Cam Switches: CS followed by up to 5 digit switching sequence code, followed by G, U, or R, followed by 6, 10, 16, 20, 25, 32, 40, 63, 80, 100, 125, or 200, may be followed by S22, L22, K22, or P22 maybe followed by L, may be followed by RO, BB, BG, BA, BN, or RN, followed by alpha numeric code representing handle marking.

Investigated to ANSI/UL 508

Enclosures, Cat. Nos. ABSDEN4, ABSDEN3, ABSDEN1, ABSDEN2, with Handle Accessory Kit - Cam switch operating handle L22,N22,K22,P22,S22 followed by L followed by RO,BG,BA,BN,RN, followed by numbers and letters identifying handle marking, Series DS operating handle DHG or PHG followed by RO or BG.
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